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Just when you thought it was safe
to sit in your lounge...

The Class of 1991
Mike Diamond
ECHO Co-Editor-in-chief
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Colby students take part in Washington D.C. march to protest
contra aid and apartheid. See p , 5.
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Feminist pro ductions
move 300+ Audience

y by Patricio Silva
i • , On Friday, May 1, Inter[ national Women's Day, student
P rnedia presentations completed
^
AM 274:
The Female
Nfor
in
^fexperience America premieri "ted in conj unction with Feminist
I ^Fortnight. The media presen& tations were compiled by
a students through research and
f interviews and broached the
r following topics:
P Acquantaince Rape: When "No
Means No"
'
Rachel L. Bernstein, Bobbie
Black, Karen Buckley, Sarah
1?'X
Nelson
•'
jj\ Mbthers and Daughters:
Through our Eyes
\
{ s, Hilary Barnes, Wendy A.
P; Barrows, Erin Coylc, Dora de
h
la Rosa,
'/ ¦
Jill Rothcnbcrg '
Teenage Pregnancy: Children
^!;.
Having Children
Lindsay
Carroll, Heidi
I''
';: . Coughlin, Mike Diamond,
Ru thy Powell
\
(
Jennifer Shackett
V Mary Cassatt: Tlie Plight of a
Female Artist
: Nell Draper, Fred Horwood,
Lisa Rathko, Kate Webster
"I hope I don't do this but...":
'- Sex Roles and Stereotypes
at Colby
Briantonni K. Axcllaccelli,
Colleen E. Balch, Mary M.
McCarthy, - •
Gretchen Schwarze
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'
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The presentations were a mix
of video and slide-tape productions, and presented their
themes in an engaging, educational manner. The audience
ignored the scant ventilation
and lack of adequate seating,
concentrating on the presentations. Over the course of the
two hour event, enthusiastic
applause greeted the conclusion
of each presentation.
The presentation on acquaintance rape consisted of a
fictionalized account of such an
act and then elaborated upon
the physical and emotional
problems which victims encountered in recovering from
such an assault. The group emphasized the circumstances and
the frequency with which acquaintance rape occurred, and
recommended courses of action
for potential victims.
Mothers and Daug hters:
Throug h our Eyes, explored the
special relationship which
exists between a mother and
her daughter as they grow and
mature. Students recounted aspects of their childhood and
adolescence, particularl y their
feelings and attitudes toward
their mothers. Their mothers in
turn related the periods of
difficulty and happiness in their
relationshi ps with their daughters. It was an eloquent statement on the nature of the bond
between daughters and
mothers.

On Monday, April 27, a two-hour long
presentation was made by four members of
the Maine Lesbian and Gay Political
Alliance. See p, 3.

The presentation , AIDS:
Dispelling the Myth , Facing the
Reality, did exactly that, combining interviews with two
people suffering from AIDS
with an appraisal of the facts
on the disease. They emphasized that AIDS is not a gay
disease , heterosexuals are
suspectible to it just as homosexuals are, and it is fatal. It
can onl y be contracted through
the exchange of bodil y fluids,
usuall y through sexual intercourse with an infected person,
and latex condoms and dental
dams offer am effective method
to avoid the transmission of
AIDS. The practice of safe sex
was something .that both the
persons afflicted with AIDS
mentioned frequentl y, arguing
that if you care about yourself
and others you should pro tect
yourself.
Teenace Precnancv: Children
Having Children explained the
appalling situation which has
developed in the United States
as-more adolescents become
sexually active at an earl y age.
The absence of sufficient counseling regarding sex birth control methods, and the erratic
use of contraceptives wore
amongst several points made
by the presentation. Interviews
with teenage mothers were
particularly poignant as ' they
talked of the difficulties and
obstacl es th ey w oul d have t o
continued on page 3

Although presently alleviated,
the housing crunch will most
likel y be felt again next fall.
Five hundred and ten hi gh
school seniors have accepted
the Office of Admissions' offer
to join the Colby class of 1991
thus far. Onl y 430 incoming
freshman had been anticipated.
While Assistant Dean of
Admissions Jud y Brody expects
40 to 50 students to "melt away"
as other colleges open their
waiting lists and as some
students decide to defer admission one year, the college will
still' have an unexpected 30
extra freshmen. Moreover, the
administration must still contend itself with the possibility of
80 extra freshman in the fall if
there are no changes. In an interview with The Echo, President Cotter remarked that the
usual forms of temporary housing (i.e. lounges) would be

employed if necessary. Additionall y, he sta ted that the
college has absolutel y no plans
for new dormitories in the
future.
Assistant to the Dean of
Admissions Gretchen Bean said
that though inconvenient, the
freshman dilemma is, in fact, "a
good sign. Colby is a hot school.
The number of app licants we
received is up [6 percent , to
3,000]." Bean thought that an
intendedl y even smaller class
would be a possibility for the
class of 1992,
However, The Colby Echo
was unable to determine to
what extent the Office of Admissions attempted to restrict
the size of the incoming freshmen class to 430. Although the
percentage of freshmen to
those who applied supposedl y
decreased. The Office of Admissions would not release those
statistics to The Echo.

Colby set to divest
Davi d Bullock

ECHO News Editor
The Advisory Committee on
Investment Responsibility,
chaired by professor of economics Thomas Tietenberg,
reported that the minimum
conditions indicating progress
toward the dismantling of
apartheid in South Africa have
not been met. According to a
resolution adopted on October
19, 1985, by the President and
Trustees of Colb y regarding
investments of companies with
operations in South Africa ,
"Colby will divest all remaining
financial instruments of ^corporations having direct investments in South Africa unless, b y
May of 1987," the minimum
conditions are met.
The minimum indicators of
progress toward dismantling
apartheid include any of, but
are not limited to, the following: 1) the end of the state
of emergency, 2) the release of
all political prisoners and the
removal of the ban on restricted
political organization , and 3)
significant progress toward an
end to the passbook and influx
control systems.
The 1985 Trustee resolution
regarding investments in South
Africa is a rc-cxamination of a
resolution adopted on April 15,
1987 in which the Trustees endorsed the Sullivan Princip les
which, at the time, called/ for
improved working conditions
and equal treatment in the

"Have you ever noticed those students who
stand at the top of Foss Dining Hall an d.
decide not to eat unless they see at least one
close friend?" Scott Lanier has. See pj. 6.

work p lace for blacks. The resolution
authorized
the
president to appoint an advisory committee and stated: "The
College favors divestiture at
times consistent with other
investment policies, of its holdings in companies that fail to
demonstrate adequate initiative in imp lementing policies
and practices consistent with
eliminating racial discrimination in South Africa." Last year,
however, as a result of the
worsening conditions in South
Africa , Sulliva n felt compelled
to ask American companies to
withdraw from the country if
apartheid has not legally ended
by May 1987. The plea by
Reverend Sullivan, along with
a similar request by Nobel
Laureate Bishop Desmond
Tutu, initiated the 1985 Board
resolution.
Last October, this newspaper
rep orted that Colb y had
roug hl y six milli on dollars
invested in American companies with operations in South
Africa. President Cotter estimates that that fi gure is now
closer to three million. It is
difficult to know exactl y how
large this figure is because it
fluctuates every day as a result
of: 1) changes in the stock and
bond markets and 2) the fact
that Colby retains three investment advisors who buy and sell
stocks at their own discretion.
"They make their own decisions
knowing thoy won' t be able to
hold on [to the securities]

continued oft page 7

"It was ti sad day when the college radio
station , WMHB , shut down the electric
Kool-Aid Show." See p. 8.
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As the gods
see it"

Seeing as this is the last issue of the ECHO
I'm sure you are all expecting some profound
words of reflection from us. However, I'm not in
the mood. As a graduating senior, I haven't yet
begun sentimentalizing about my Colby experience, nor do I intend to share it with you.
Instead, I would like to address various topics
that warrant some editorial comment.
• Domino's, No coupons???!!!!!! Finals are only
two weeks away ! What are you thinking? How
about a n e w ad: No Shirt, No Shoes-N o
Business!!
• Togas are dangerous? Togas are college. And
is it true they were "waxing the floor" in Foss
dining hall at 9 p.m. on a Saturday night? What
' . «
a coincidence!
• HELLOOOO
HOLLEEEEEEE!!!!!!!
Remember, liquor inspectors are people too (?).
• $1 a beer to help keep us from drinking too
much? Thank you, we appreciate your concern.
• What happens now that there are no
officiall y recognized Frat brothers left? Good
luck boys.
• 510 freshmen enrolled with room for 430.
Hello Howard Johnson's, goodbye lounges. Offcampus anybod y ?
• And how about those Bio-Comps? Round
one: Onl y 60% passed, and some of those who
didn't are Phi-Beta-Kappa or alread y in medical
school? Sounds like a legitimate test, doesn't it?!
• Condom machines in the Health Center? I
heard Middlebury has them in the dorms.
• Off campus people: No more freebees! I bet
Sellers' profits will double next year.
• Arbo's, go tow yourself.
Well, I've had my fun, thank you for reading and
have , a good summer everybody !
Adam J. Ernster
Co-Editor-in-Chief
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"Electric Kool-Aid" offensive
To the Editors,
For several weeks now "The
Electric Kool-aid Show" has
been broadcasting from
WMHB, 90.5 FM, every Friday
afternoon from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
The three hosts, John Reynolds,
Mark Cosdon, and Chris
Tremain, have done a fair j ob
emulating a popular form of
abuse-comedy pioneered by DJ
Howard Stern, who has been
fired from several stations for
his offensive repertoire. This
format has become popular
.lately. I cannot not fathom why.
People call in, get insulted and

hung up on, and then degraded
on the air. If the callers enjoy
that, O.K. No harm done
(because the DJ was "onl y
kidding," ri ght?). Unfortunately, John, Mark ,
and Chris have offend ed many
more than the callers. The
success of their humor depends
upon degrading homosexuals,
minority students, and women
as stereotyped groups. -They
know this. They were confronted with the anger their
show has been causing at the
last WMBH meeting, yet they
not only ignored the maj ority

"Electric Kool-Aid" abusing
Stu-A funds?

To the Editor:
Correct me if I'm wrong. Isn't
WMHB supposed to offer a
variety of programming? Isn't
WMHB supposed to be . a
station that the student body
can and wants to listen to?
Doesn't funding for this "Radio
Station" come frorn ythe Student
Association, which represents
all the students? Shouldn't most
of the campus want to listen to
and take pride in THEIR
station.? Shouldn 't all students
be able to do a show on THEIR
station? Yeah, I thought so, too.
If all these things are true

about WMHB, then there are
some other questions which
must be asked. Why is this
station run by a clique, for a
clique, with no eye toward the
musical interests of the
mainstream of the student
body? Why is sports programming no longer done? Why
were shows changed from 2 to
4 hours, restricting the numcr
and"type of people who can do
one? Wh y has WMHB' s
closed-minded membership
voted to' censor their airwaves
and remove a show which
didn 't appeal to them, but
continued on page 3

New Editors

The editors-in-chief are pleased to announce
their selection of Paul Beach, '89, and Carolyn
Lockwood , '89 , for the positions of
editors-in-chief for the 1987-1988 academic year.
Beach, an English major , is a native of Bangor,
Maine. He attended Phillips Exeter Academy
where he served as circulation editor for the
school paper. He has also worked at the Central
Maine Morning Sentinel in the Advertising
Department and, more recentl y, for 55-Plus, a
regional senior citizen's newspaper .
Lockwood, an art major , hails from Demarest,
New Jersey. She is currentl y the Echo's Layout
Editor.
Beach and Lockwood will assume their
responsibilities May 26, 1987.

E dit ors' Error

Clarification
To the Editor,
~As the group of students from
AM274 (The Female Experience
in America) who produced the
video project "I Hope I don't do
this, but... Sex Roles and
Stereotypes at Colby " we
would like to try to shed some
li ght on a somewhat confusing
situation.
The intention of our video
project was to discuss stereotypes that are found at Colby.
We attempted to do this by
showing students responding to
questions about their perceptions of these stereotypes.
Unfortunately, at the showing
last Friday ni ght, some of our
interviewees' responses may
have been misinterpreted . The
hi gh spirited noise and energy
level at the presentation
covered portions of the audio in
which it was clearly shown that
the statements made by the
interviewees were their
¦p erceptions
of stereotypes
rather than their own personal
beliefs. Some members of the
audience failed to make this
important distinction.
We respect and are indebted
to our interviewees and regret
any dismay that may have
resulted from this misunderstanding.
Sincerely,
Colleen E. Balch
Mary M. McCarty
Brian K. Axel
Gretchen Schwarzc

In memory of Pete Merle-Smith '89.We'll miss you.

To the editors:
See page 8 of the April 30th
issue. In his "Off the Cuff"
piece; Jim Sullivan says: "There
is no need to go into further
detail regarding Comingo
[Domingo - ed.]; he is all that
his name sugges ts." This is a
terrible ethnic slur which you
ought to have been alert to and
edited out.
If y ou have only caugh t it
because I or others brought it to
y ou r attent i on, the least you
can do is apologize in print. If
you caught it beforehand and
chose not to take it out, I
hon est ly don 't know what you
can do.
Cordially,
Earl H. Smith
You gu essed it, we missed it,
We apologi ze f or any offense
that may have been taken.
-The Editors

op inion that their show was
questionable, they used their
next show to ridicule feminists,
who they assumed were
creating all the fuss.
. John , Chris, Mark, I have hot
yet encountered anyone who
supports your show or what it
stands! for. Yes, we have been
slow responding; until now, we
have only turned off qur radios
and- p lugged our ears and
mouths. Our silence has
allowed you, ignorant of our
anger, to continue. Perhaps
you'll get the attention you
deserve during tomorrow 's
show.
Steven . C. Runge

Late Snoiv —
y

*

Late Snow
" •
Falls upon spring below.
Budding flowers frozen
In (heir childhood dance.
Sadness.
Their cadavres strewn about
On frozen ground and muddy roads
To be stepped on and forgotten.
Sadness.
Brothers above still braving
The frozen air.
On the branches, Late Snow melting,
Hope amid despair.
See the drops on icy doom
Slowly dribble on
As the remaining b ud s begin to bloom
Above their siblings gone.
Spring wind and sky so fair
.
As in the distance loom s
Hope amid despair.
.'
^

.

.

Larry Collins
April 29,1987 ;
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Maine Lesbian and Gay political
alliance at Colby

~
B et sy Kuller
ECH O Staff Writer
On' Monday, A pril 27th, in
Dana lounge at 7:45 p.m., a two
hour long presentation was
made by four member s of the
M.L.G.P.A. (Maine Lesbian and
Gay Political Alliance) Speakers
Bureau. The discussion was related to homophobia on the
Colby campus, but also dealt
with the issue as it relates to
American society.
Tom Hagerty is a junior at
Colby and a member of the
bureau. He also hel ps answer
the Gay and Lesbian Informational Fhoneline, 872-3635
which offers information on
social and political resources
for lesbians and .gays at Colby,
as well as their friends ,
families, and people interested
in learning more about "the
invisible minority."
INTERVIEW
BK: What do you feel was the
purpose of the presen tation ,
and what -do you feel was
achieved?
TH: The success of the presentation would not have been
possible without the- genuine
and op en-minded interest

among the 20 or so students
and attendants in the group. It
was good to meet with some of
the more aware women and
men on campus. The issue of
homophobia in society is controversial and largel y unexplored, yet it continues to be a
major barrier towards people
understanding each other.
BK: How would you define
homophobia?
TH: I would define homophobia as 'the irrational fear or
hatred of homosexuals or
homosexuality. "
BK: What do you feel motivates homophobia? .^
TH: Although some homohobia
is driven by sheer
p
the
majority stems from
hatred,
ignorance and fear. Some
people, such as Jasper Wyman
(head of the Maine Christian
Civic League), are dedicated
practitioners .. of blind loathing.
However, most people . can
meet with members of a
minority, like lesbians and gays,
and their initial fear or hatred
will be resolved.
BK: What do you feel are the
most useful and valuble aspects
of the Gay and Lesbian

Informati onal Phoneline?
TH: This resource is extremely valuable. It's amazing how
ingrained compulsive heterosexuality and heterosexual
privilege is at Colby. The
Phoneline provides information
about alternatives.
BK: Do you believe Colby is
trapped within the concept of
'heterosexual privilege' and
suffers from a cultural loss
because of it?
TH: Very much so. Lesbians
and gays pay tuition at Colby,
but the faculty is lax in
providing equal educational,
intercultural and social programs for us. Certainl y, there
have been extremely supportive
members of the administration,
like Nancy Wanderer Mackenzie and Joyce McPhetres
Maisel. Their work on campus
in regards to increased awareness has been impressive. Yet
Colby's celebration of diversity
remains distinctl y lopsided.
The amount of close-mindedness and ignorance among the
majority of staff and students
has deprived everyone of a full
opportunity to grow and learn.

The door closes on room draw
Karen Buckley

ECHO NewsEditor
The room draw plans are
away, the computer terminals
turned off, and for the most
part, the room draw process is
over. Housing Coordinator
Paul Johnston is "reall y
pleased" with the way room
draw went this year.
Johnston feels that overall,
students were pleased with the
way room draw went this year.
The reaction to the all campus
draw has been extremel y
positive. "The most surprising
comments we've received from
people was that the process
was smoother, quicker, and less
uncomfortable on the whole.
Even seniors who were proxying for students said it wasn'l
that bad."
According to Johnston, only 86
sophomores arc on a waiting
list for rooms, an unusually low
number. Johnston attributes
this to the fact that more people
who inevitably will go away
simply just did not participate.
"I think more legitimate people
were able to participate in
room draw and take those
rooms." He noted that there
should be no juniors or seniors
who went through the process
without rooms.
,
Although some people will
undoubtedly be disappointed
with the rooms they got, John-
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ston feels that there was a
better job publicizing quotas-as
well as the rooms left. During
room draw, there was an
undated plan available so that
students would be able to
determine what rooms were
left before they walked in to
choose. This saved on time
because students could determine their options before they
entered the room.
In addition , Johnston feels
that the aspect of one allcampus draw made the process
less chaotic. Students were sure
of their exact placement on the
list.
For freshmen who were
choosing rooms under the commons retention system, the
main t concern seems to have
been the inability for people to
draw in rooommates from
other commons once the quota
was filled. When the quotas
were filled, they were forced to
draw all-campus. Johnston
feels that even sophomores on
the waiting list are somewhat
excited because they may ultimatel y receive a better room
than if thoy had been the last to
pick.
In general, Johnston feel s that
there is a better understanding
of th e system due to preroom-draw public!ty. Freshmen were sent a letter in March
which explained how the sys¦ ___
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tem works. As a result, there
were fewer questions during
room pick as to how the system
operates.
"We would like to get to a
point where the room draw
system is consistent year after
year. Part of the dissatisfaction
in the past was due to the
continuall y changing system,"
said Johnston. "This system
seems to be the smoothest and
easiest to administer."
The question in Johnston's
mind now is: does this system
fit the commons plan. "Will the
Commons system be as strong
and fruitful as in the past two
years with a system which
enhanced Commons retention?" asked Johnston.
He suspects tha t a good
number of people were able to
retain their Commons affiliation, but at this time does not
have any set figures of the
number of students who did
choose to live in their Commons again.
For students interested in
working with the Room Dra w
Committee next year, Johnsf u
suggests cBntacting your newl y
elected Commons president.
"Since I've been here, this has
been one of the better springs,"
said Johnston. "The Room
Draw Committee really deserves credit for developing the
system."

by Berke Breat hed
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Beigen defeated in Stu-A
re-election
by Chip Gavin
Apparently as a result of her
fi ght for a re-election, Sharon
Beigen's fellow Lovejoy Commons members turned out in
large numbers on May 29, casting over 2/5 of all votes in the
second Stu-A Social Chair
election. Unfortunatel y for
Beigen, the greater turnout
meant a greater victory for
Marc Enger. Beigen was not
only defeated in all commons,
including her own, but also
defeated by greater margin
than in the first election.
The total of 506 votes was
nearly identical to the 501 votes
of the ori ginal election. The difference came in the breakdown
per commons, with the most
significant change from the first
election to the second in Beigen's own Lovejoy Commons.
Recalling that Bei gen petitioned for a new election because a mis-communication
had caused many Lovejoy
members not to vote, her
concern appears to be well
founded. In the re-election the

Lovejoy Commons turnout did
nearl y double with 214 votes
cast, contrasted with the 112 of
the ori ginal election. Surprisingly however, this only
boosted Enger's margin of
victory up 7 percent, to 63
percent of the Lovejoy vote.
Mary Low Commons reported 131 voters in the second
election compared to 117 in the
first. Enger 's victory in his
home commons rose by 13
percent as he captured 81 percent of the Mary Low Commons votes.
Johnson Commons decreased
from 135 votes to 76, while
Chaplin Commons was similar
with a decrease from 137 to 85.
Enger 's margin of victory went
up by 9 percent and 6 percent,
respectively.
Overall, Enger received 70
percent of campus wide votes
(up from 63 percent) and Beigen
received 25 percent (down from
28 percent), with 5 percent
(down from 9 percent) of the
votes being cast for write in
candidates.

This is the last edition of The Colb y Ech o for the 1986-1987
academic year. The editors would like to thank all those who
have associated themselves with the production of The Echo.
Without your support, the paper would have been an
impossibility.
Thanks again!

• Kool-Aid

continued from 2
seemed to be listened to by the
entire campus? (Oh, yeah, we
wouldn't want real students to
listen to his station!) And last,
but most amazing of all, WHY
DO THESE PEOPLE HAVE
THE AUDACITY TO DEMAND THAT THE SPA
FORCE WMHB'S NARROW
TASTES ON THE REST OF
THE STUDENT BODY? The
Spa has enough trouble getting
business without playing a
station that makes people sicker
than the food.
The management of WMHB
has failed miserably this year,

I

)

and has only managed to
alienate a majority of the
student body. Their double
-faced talk which preaches
variety and delivers onl y
homogenity is an insult to the
students. This week's "programming deletion" proves just
how empty WMHB' s words
are. If this radio station is to
remain an exclusive club, then
let them find their funding
somewhere else. Don't make us
pay for their entertainment ,
and don't make us listen while
we eat.
Bill Aucrswald

• Productions
continued from page 1
surmount in raising a family. It
was a particularl y troubling
subject which was presented
with care and attention.
"I hope I don't do this but...":
Sex Roles and Stereotypes at
Colb y was a compilation of
interviews with students who
discussed the preconceptions
regarding sex roles at Colby. It
was ' a rather disconcerting
realization of the tendency of
students to develop and pra ctice sexual stereotypes in their
relationships on campus. The
students who produced the
presentation suggested that opportunities to develop as individuals were sacrificed in order to gain acceptance among
groups.
Mary Cassatt: The Plight of a
Female Artist, concluded .the
evening of media presenta tions
•with a short biography of Mary
Cassatt , an impr essionist
pa inter who was i nstrum ental
in opening the world of

painting to women at the turn
of the century. She rejected the
constraints which Victorian society imposed upon women and
became a painter despite the
the objections of her family. She
studied throughout Europe and
was accepted by the Impressionists to work with them.
She fought discrimina tion
throughout the world of art
and inspired later artists.
It was evident that an enormous amount of time was expended in the preparation of
each presentation by the students and the staff of the
Audio-Visual Departmen t ,
which provided technical assistance.
At the conclusion of the event,
representatives of the American
Association of Working Women
and the American Association
of University Womon recogn i zed the work of K are n
Schncck in th e W om en 's Group
w i th awar d s for he r work in
conjunction with the project.
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Kissnix factor
by William Safire
c. 1987 N.Y. Times News Service

Health Care and Costs lecture.

photo by Chaz Lee

WASHINGTON - Who'd a
thunk it: a dozen years after the
dea th of detente, after a decade
of Reaganaut criticism about a
"fatall y flawed" pair of SALT
treaties, comes now Richard
Nixon and Henry Kissinger together again - to warn that
the Reagan administration may
be going soft on the Russians.
. In their first syndicated
collaboration, our two foremost strategic thinkers complain about the zero option ,
brainchild of the Reagan
hawks, in which the superpowers would turn the clock
back to the days before the bi g
Soviet intermediate-range
missle' escalation.
Not good enough, according
to Kissnix: The presence of our
nuclear missiles in Europe now
offsets the Soviet advantage in
tanks, planes and troops. Not
only should we refuse to allow
100 missiles to remain to
threaten the Far East, we
should put a new condition on
the deal we have long offered
in Europe: Remove all missiles
onl y when the Russians
eliminate their conventional

Washington and Kissinger
by James Reston
c. 1987 N.Y. Times News Service
Wa shington- A letter to
Richard Nixon and Henry
Kissinger;
Gentlemen:
I see by the papers that you 've
gone into the column-writing
business together, and venture,
as an old geezer at this dod ge,
to give you a word of advice
about the dangers of . giving
advice.
If there's one thing officials
hate more than criticism from '
columnists in general, it's public
advice from their predecessors
in office. It's true that the worst
men often give the best advice,
but those who need it most like
it least, and the better the
advice is the more it's likely to
be ignored and resented.
Consider your first column. It
breaks the first rule of a good
column, which is brevity, and it
breaks the second rule, which is
modesty, and the third rule,
which is generosity.
What you're saying, in short,
is that President Reagan is on
the verge of making a reckless
nuclear arms deal that favors
tho Soviet Union, threatens the
security of the United States,
and that "could create the most
profound crisis of the NATO
alliance in its 40-ycar history."
Even H. L. Mencken would
have blushed at such a
sweeping indictment. It would
be bad enough coming fr om a
casual scr ibbler , but from a
f orm er pr esi dent and f omcr
secretary of stat e, it sends a
shudder thr ough every all ied
capi tal.
You say the Un i te d States
"mus t deman d " all sorts of
things it is not likely to get. We
"mus t deman d" the elimination
of all intermediate-range missiles worldw ide; we must i nsi st
on a balan ce of all convent ional
forces be fore agre eing t o th e
withdrawal of nuclear wea-

pons.
Our negotiators "must hold
their ground on these points,"
you say. "No deal is better than
a bad deal....We can reach a
good deal, for both sides, if we
always keep in mind that
Gorbachev needs a deal as
much as.we do...."
You say it was a mistake for
NATO to have offered the zero
option in the late 1970' s, and
now . that Mr. Gorbachev has
finall y accepted it,that we
should not take his "yes" for an
answer but insist on the further
concessions you propose.
"In adition to arms control,"
you write, "it is vital that a
summit convened to sign a
missile agreement deal with the
major political U.S.-Sovict
issues.

"If summitry is to promote the
chances, of peace, the superpowers must address the
potential causes of war. It is not
weapons that cause war, but
rather the political differences
that lead to the use of those
weapons.
"Therefore, when Reagan and
Gorbachev meet, there must be
significant progress toward
resolving key political issues,
such as the Soviet occupation of
Af g h an i stan , Soviet arm s
shipments to Nicaragua and
Soviet-sponsored subversion in
Central America."
Th i s is not t o say that your
conclusi ons are wrong or tha t
your ob ject i ves arc n o t
dosireable. But they are based
on the worst possible assumptions of Moscow's stup idi ty and
Washingt on's stupidity, and i t
takes a lively i mag i nat i on of
Mr. Gorbachev's gen er osi ty to
think they are attainable.
You , Hortry, ar c forever
say i ng that off i ci als hav e to
th i nk about the consequ ences of
their proposals, and in your

column you are applying this
princi p le to the president 's
proposals, but not to your own.
What would happen at the
summit if the president went
back on his proposals and
adopted yours. Maybe you'll
tell us in- your next column.
Meanwhile, the President,
Mr. Shultz and Mr. Nitze,
unlike you and Mr. Nixon, are
not attempting to settle this
whole complicated problem in a
single spectacular agreement.
They are trying to break a
stalemate that has gone on for
more than a generation. Like
the early steps toward the
unification of Europe, they are
concentrating on the attainable
rather than on the desirable,
and hoping-to build confidence
in slow verifiable stages,
For the first time since the
invention of the atom bomb,
both sides are talking seriously
about major cuts in the
alarming stockpiles of nuclear
weapon s, and you dismiss it as
worse than nothing.
Another point has to do not
only with jud gments but
manners, If your proposals had
been made to the President and
the Secretary of State in
private - an option always open
to you - nobody could object,
but to make them in public at a
critical p oi nt i n t he talks is at
least art act of discourtesy.
On e has to wonder what you
two would have thought when
you were si tt i ng i n the Oval
Office together if former
President Lyndon Johnson had
laun ch ed th i s k i nd of public
attack on y our pol i cies and
suggested that you wer e
he lping the Russ i ans and
hurting your own country,
You would undou b tedly have
r ejected and resented the i r
advice, and of course you are
free to rej ect and resent mine.

superiority. (Sen. Sam Nunn,
who shows signs of going
squish y on SDI, supports this
approach, as do Europeans
who want their defense on the
cheap.)
Kissnix is rebutted by a faction
called Shultznitze, which says:
We have to be willing to take
yes for an answer. If we renege
on our offer now, after having
won our point, we will lose all
momentum toward arm s reduction.
Who's right - the out-of-office
former detenteniks turned
neo-hardliners, or the in-office
former hardliners turned
neo-detenteniks? The moorings
of mindset have , slipped and
pundits are forced to order a la
carte. One man's selections: '
1 - The Kissnix criticism is
right to insist on a "real zero"
on medium-range missiles. The
emplacement of 100 missiles to
threaten China, Japan and
Korea is too good a deal for the
Russians, and would make
verification 10 times more
difficult.
One way to get down to real
zero would be to p lace our
countervailing 100 missiles in
our'Aleutian Islands, no matter
how Alaska's Sen. Ted Stevens
kicks; that deployment would
make useless the- big Soviet
Pacific naval base at PetropaVlovsk. By taking advantage
of "Seward's Foll y," we could
negotiate away each side's final
100 medium missiles entirely.
(This would also remind Far
Eastern trade predators that
"protection " • has another
meaning.)
2 - The Kissnix approach is
wrong to insist on linkage of
nuclear reduction to conventional reduction.
There is good linkage and bad
linkage, It makes stabilizing
sense to link space shield
development to reductions in
offensive intercontinental missiles; it also makes sense to link
progress on arms reduction to
Sovie t behavior on human
rights, invasion of nei ghbors,
support of the subversion of

Centra l America and intensity
of espoinage. As Kissnix has
long posited, weapons don't
cause wars; warmaking policies
causejhe use of weapons.
Secretary George Shultz has
been suckered into public
concentration on one medium-range treaty and should
shift the world focus ' to good
linkage, like the need to reduce \
the dangerous number of Sovit
ICBMs and for the Russians to
pull out of Af ghanistan.
Bad linkage is all-or-nothing
bargaining that gets nothing.
Linkage, as we saw in the fast
shuffle that was Reykjavik , can
cut two ways: We were proceeding on a series of negotiations when Gorbachev suddenly revealed at the end that
everything was linked to the
abandonment of SDI testing.
That 's' the customary Soviet
negotiating trick, as j_d Rowney, the man who does not
flip-flop, points out: The treat
of losing all gives the Russians
leverage at the 11th hour.
Bad linkage also undermines
progress by avoiding sacrifice.
Reduction of nuclean arms in
Europe, which is inexorable,
means that Europe will have to
spend more to defend itself. The
odd decouple is a' fact; the
American presence will one day
be absent, and Europe will or
will not assume the burden of
its own defense. The U.S. can
negotiate time for - this
transition to continental independence, but we should not
delay nuclear reduction until
the Russians become the Swiss,
embracing general disarmament.
3 - Both Kissnix fears and
Shultznitze hopes must focus
on verifiability. Ever since
Anatol y Dobrynin predicted a
future for on-site inspection at
a Les Gelb dinner party in
Alexandria six years ago, the
Russians have been talking
verification. Now, this week in
Geneva, we will see how far
they are prepared to app l y
glasnost specificall y to their
continued on page 7
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Alumn i and their families will be here foi
lumni Reunion Weekend June 5-7 and , for many, the
:ampu s will look very differen t from when they were
here as undergrad uates . Come share your knowledge
of Colby today, and enjoy a lobster bake, dances,
dinners , entertainment , and mo re. And make contact
w ith people with a wide variety of occupations and
interests.
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Special assignments include assisting with
tho ,Alum ni Golf Tournament , audio-video
): cesentatiohs , and faculty, seminars; attending, the
_ 5th reunion boat trip on Casco Bay; and driving
'
alu mni around campus .
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t Accommodations will be available on campus
-nd all meals are included . '
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If you aro interested in being a STUDENT
i.OS T, please contact Susan Cook , director of al umni
relations , at oxt. 3191.
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Colby students protest in Washington
usually politically active," said
she decided to go because she
wanted to learn more about the
issues. "I figured as long as I
was ignorant, I might as well
not be apathetic too," she said.
In Washington she '"learned a
lot about only one side of the
issues," but this was better than
previously knowing nothing at
all. She exp lained- that after
being exposed to one opinion;
she was likely to try to read
about the opposing view on her
own.
Reading for his International African Affairs class convinced senior Scott Stratton to
participate in the rall y. "Our
foreign policy is still following a
cold-war type of ideology," said
Stratton. "We tend to suppor 1pro-Amcrican countries regardless of their morals or
values and I don't agree with
that." Stratton pointed out that
history had proven third world
socialist countries want to remain non-aligned, disproving
U.S. fears that they will become
Soviet territories.
Freshman Alex Day shared
Stratton 's views, and looked
upon the march as an opportunity to make a difference.
"Having all those people together who agree sends a good
message to the White House,
even if Reagan wasn't in
Washington that day," he said.
Day also felt the rall y was
inspiring to people because they
saw that there were other
people out there who shared
their views and cared enough

by Priscilla Phinney
The evening of April 24th was
not a typical Friday ni ght for a
group of fifteen Colby students.
The usual decisions about
where to go and what to do had
been make more than a week
earlier, when each sighed up his
name and paid twenty-five
dollars towards the weekend's
activities. Backpacks loaded
and walkmans read y, we
boarded a crowded school bus
in the parking lot of the Holiday
Inn. We were all bound for the
same destination that evening:
Washington, DC. The reason?
To join some 100,000 other
Americans marching in the
nation 's cap ita l the next day to
protest United States' aid to
the contras and ^to show
support for the ending of
apartheid in South Africa .
Sop homore Bill Stauffer
organized the trip, arranging
for the Colby students to travel
down with other groups from
Maine in a caravan of busses.
Making the tri p with the Colby
group were high ,school students, students from the College of the Atlantic, members of
Maine 's Green Party, and
private citizens. .
Those who went had a variety
of reasons for going. Senior
Lisa Moncevicz - saw it as "a
chance to actually do something " " about issues she
normally finds herself "only sitting around and talking about. "
Jessica Paris, a freshman who
characterized herself as "riot

to act upon them.
Jessica Paris noted that while
only 15 students from Colby
participated - approximately 1
percent of the total student
body
- College of the Atlantic
(
had 20 percent of its students
there.
Asked why more people from
Colby who normall y would
agree with the anti-apartheid
and anti-interventionist positions did not go, the students
, who participated cited conflicting priorities and apathy or
unawareness. "One reason is
i the amount of work everyone
has to do here," said Stratton.
"When you 're not study ing, the
first thing you want to do is find
some sort of a release partying - and forget everything." Stratton admitted that
he was already behind in much
of his work just from making
the tri p, which lasted from
Friday evening through Sunday
morning and included very little
sleep.
He feels that lack of student
involvement should not be
ljustified quite that easily, however. "Americans in general are
very ethnocentric. They aren't
concerned with what is going
on in the rest of the world," he
said. "Everybod y is out there
try ing to live their own lives they have their own problemsso they take for granted that
the government does everything ri ght. The fact is, there
are a lot of incompetent people
running the government."
continued on page 12

A Gift As Rare And
Unusual As Any
Person Lucky Enough
To ReceiveIt
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ph oto by Eric Zolov
On April 24, Colby stu dents and other s march on Washington.

Caroland Clarence'Bernardini

wouldtiki to thanf ^ aCC the CotSy graduates
and students who willmake it possible
f or them to enjoy their thirtieth anniversary
in Boston this Sane.
'Both Carol ("Mom." at the (Eu,b) and
Clarence ("D
' ad "at Security) worked
at Colby for twenty-sv^ years combined.
'Theygave much to Colby students ¦and now members of the Colby community are
g ladf or the opp ortunity to recip rocate.
. to say to the f tocf &ypCayers/fans ,
CaroCzuouCddk^e
'We stitlhave. cable,,zve-'cCCoveto see.you. more."
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For that person who's truly one¦pi ¦cao
in-a-million , may we suggest a
wristwatch that's almost as rare? The
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Big brother/Big sister
successfu l

by Louisa Bell

America is in the process of
establishing itself in Waterville.
Co-director Naysnerski and
former director Louisa Bell
have attended meeting's to help
write the by-laws and to involve Colby in the process.
Naysnerski recently testified at
a hearing held to try to
convince sta te legislatures to
pass a bill which would allocate
extensive funding to the program. Colby Friends will remain the same until Big Brothers/Big Sisters , is firmly established in Waterville. If you
are interested in being a Colby
Friend , contact Wend y
Naysnerski.

The Colby Friend s, formally
Big Brother/Big Sister, lias had
another successful season at
Colby. About fifty Colby students spend time two or three
times a month giving much
needed attention and friendship
to children in the Waterville
area. Co-directors sop homore
Rick Foss and freshman Wend y
Naysnerski have organized
events such as cookouts, holiday dinners, movie ni ghts, and
an Easter egg hunt. All who
attended have had an enjoyable
time on our campus.
Bi g Brothers/Bi g Sisters of

THE FAR SB Pi

By GARY LARSON

Now That It ? s Over:

Only the lonely can play

Scott Lanier
ECHO Columnist

Have you ever noticed those
students who stand at the top
of Foss Dining Hall , slowl y
direct their eyes toward each
table, and decide not to eat,
unless they see at least one
close friend with whom they
mi ght sit? Then there are the
more adept students, who are
gutsy enough to get their meals,
and then scan the room from
the relative security of the milk
dispenser. Such strateg ic vantage points are difficult to locate, and it is even more challenging to master the eye tricks.
It' s not easy to make people
think you 're merely perusing
the dining hall , in order to
somehow comprehend the masterful architectural design.
If these familiarity seekers
don't happen to si ght even an
acquaintance, they are forced to
eat... dare I say it, alone! Horror of horrors, what more must
these poor socially frazzled kids
face? Isn't it enough that the
salad bar contains fossilifcrous
cucumbers and cretaceous tomatoes?
While there is nothing wrong
with seeking out a friend for
some mealtime repartee, there
is something to be said for
eating alone. Security is no easy
achievement, but until it is genuine, one need only to act secure, and nobod y knows the
difference. That's mainl y because everyone is so worried
a bout thems elv es, they never
have time to notice oven your
most minute social blunders.
Underground fraternities exist, and do indeed stand as an
option, albeit illegal, to those
who have trouble socializing in
a college environment. Tlipy
can also be a source of closeknit friendships and brotherly
harmony. Still, there are powerful d rawback s wh ich lead m e
t o w i sh that some si gnif i cant

changes would occur. There is
still pressure to join fraternities, and I frankl y do not see
how this creates a positive
initial , or eventual bonding.
Group orientation can be a
positive source of unity and
strength; but if taken to an extreme, this can also hinder individualism and self-security. I
believe that this has been the
case with the Colby fraternities. .
Safety in numbers is not a
worthwhile adage at a school
where the entire community
should be unafraid of internal
harassment. If someone wishes
to join a fraternity, they should
do so only in clear conscience
and without the influence of
peer pressure. Members of the
fraternity should respect the
fact that they are members of a
larger whole, and refrain from
using their numbers to recruit
particular members of an athletic team. What admiration
would ensue if fraternities set
social harmony and tolerance
as their goals?
This docs not necessaril y
mean that they should fold ,
despite the risks; although I
think that fraternities serve a
more effective purpose on much
larger campuses. Administra tive pressure has not kept
these organizations from informally existing. But the fraternities should possibly transcend to a hew level. Why not
correct the faults which were
cited as reasons to close the
houses down? Don 't force;
don't disrupt; interact. Ah, such
unique ideals.
With respect to initiation , one
real i zes that shar ed fun
tempered with shared misery is
intended to create camaraderie,
but why do people hav e t o pas s
such gut-wrenching tests to be
considered part of the fraternal
unit? Trad ition is worthy of
preserva tion when it is a positive, admirable, an d rev er ently

maintained tradition. Are these
genuine characteristics of contemporary fraternity initiation?
What must one do to earn
friendshi p?
When I was an underclassman, I was afraid to make any
public statements about the
fraternity system, through
what I' m sure was some
paranoid fear of retribution. It
is a shame that it took me four
years to realize that security
comes from within. I hope that
you all realize it much sooner.
I just found out that this is the
last issue of The Echo for this
semester, and I wish that I had
left with a funnier exit. If you'll
indul ge me one last time, I'd
like to close my file with two
simp le, bordering on trite,
thoughts. First, please always
try to appreciate, in fact thrive
up on , diversity; tolerance is
disheartening ly rare (even at
Colby) and wholl y admirable.
Nobody should fear retribution
or condemnation in any form,
particularl y at their liberal arts
college, because of color, gender, religion, nationality, or
sexual preference. Rather, she/
he should be free to bask in and
share that uniqueness. It is all
too easy to be extremist,
prej udiced members of the maj ority. Open-mindcdness and
compassion arc the true measur e of individual worth.
Secondly, if you want change to
occur at Colby (or anywhere
else, for that matter), use your
own initiative and work for it.
Things don 't usually change,
otherwise. The college is in a
sta te of transition , and it needs
student input and effort. Please
get the old college spirit back.
It's been lacking, as of late.
Okay, here's a joke.. , there
are th ese two black , Jewish,
l esbi ans walk i ng down t h e
street and... aw, skip it.
Thank you for reading. '

Mutants on the Bount y

Be an RA ... or j ust live
like one.
Make $1,300 next year
working f or Th e Echo
as

'
¦

Production Manager

*

In t erested?

We need a competent , tough
leader.

(good typing skills too.)
Contact Emily Isaacs at 872-3348 or 873-4066,
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The end of somethin

Jim Sullivan
ECHO Opinion Editor
•What do you write for a
finale, for the last column of
last semester at Colb y
PHONELINE £ your
College, a place you came to
I INFORMATIONAL
| almost four years ago, a
| HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED ON CAMPUS FOR
I STUDENTS INTERESTED IN LEARNING MORE
| lifetime ago? What-can I write
i
ABOUT GAY AND LESBIAN ISSUES. IT IS
| that's any different from what
STUDENT OPERATED AND COMPLETELY
1 any other senior has ever said
|
before as he contemp lates his
CONFIDENTIAL, AND OFFERS UP-TO-DATE
I
| graduation ? Maybe nothing.
;
| INFORMATION ON SOCIAL AND POLITICAL
| Naturall y, we're thinking
j ,RESOURCES WITHIN THE COLBY COMMUNITY, MAINS
about what lies beyond the
AND NEW ENGLAND.
1 pale, and if we'll get out there
§
flop in this world. At times
lEACH WEDNESDAY NIGHT 7-10 PM{ and
you get a glimpse of greatness.
STARTING FEBRUARY 25,1987
I I think everybody gets them,
|
those times when your selfconfidence is so bri ght you seem
to glow, and you want to yell to
everybod y, "Hey, I' m going
p laces, and you've j ust got to
hop on my bandwagon." Everybody, at one time or another, is
the driver of some wagon he

hopes a band will jump on.
So what it is it about Colby
College, and wlyt is it that
rnakes us care that we've spen t
a chunk of our life on Mayflower Hill? Wha t do we tell
our children, our grandchildren
when they ask, 'What was it like
all those years ago up there?
Was it all worth it?' I don't
think we'll find much bitterness
in. our hearts for Colby then
because in our memories nothing really remains but the good
times. Fortunately, some instrument of the mind dismantles the bad memories,
dicing them into 'hard to remember' p ieces that get ushered into those corners of our
minds where hang the figurative cobwebs, the cobwebs
that trap all the bad in our lives
and .suck the essence out of it so
that we can go on.

|

I

>N

I

872-3635

|

No, the important things we'll
remember about Colby are the
people we know so well, those
same people with whom we've
laughed ' and cried, loved and
si ghed, and with whom we've
taken the pure kick out of living.
That 's vvhat'll resonante about
this place. The memories will
linger like puff y white clouds
set against a light blue sky and
a warm spring sun, drawn tight
around the ed ges, hard and
distinct like we want to remember them, and inside they'll get
hazier as the years roll by. Each
year, they'll get whiter and
puffier, and some day it'll be
difficult to distinguish the truth
from the fiction, from what our
mind has imagined it was like
all those years ago. These are
the clouds that now and- then
will float in from the past and,
we know this for sure, they'll
never blot out the sun.

• Kissnix

continued from page 4
means of waging war. If the
past is any indication , they will
offer stunts and propose that
the dctails.be worked out later.
No deal. The safety of the
world is in the details.

• Divest

continued from page 1
indefinitel y," President Cotter
said in an interview last Thursday.
Although the Trustees adopted the Advisory Committee 's
recent report on South Africa,
the decision to divest will not be
official until a vote of the Board
is taken some time this month.
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"Electrical Kool-AId" and
freedom of speech
It is indeed a sad day on a
college campus when those
who wish to speak their mind
are prohibited form doing so. It
is a sad day on a college campus
when creativity and diversity
are smothered. It was sad day
on the Colby campus when the
college radio station, WMHB,
shut down the Electric Kool-Aid
Show.
Anyone who tunes in to Colby
radio on Friday afternoons at
2:00 knows what the Electric
Kool-Aid Show is. It is creative
and diverse. It is tasteless and
perverse. It is John (Johnny P.)
Reynolds and Mark Cosdon
behind the microphone for two
hurs of air play. But most of allit is funny!
Under the pressure from
various groups on campus,
most notabl y the Women 's
Group, who are threatening to
picket the radio sta tion on
Friday in an attempt to stop the
next show, the members of
WMHB voted last Monday on
whether or not to disband the
kookie and crude couple who
have created so much static
over the air. The votes were
counted, the decision made:
Kool-Aid was poured down the
sink.
The talk show normally lasts
about two hours and has
covered just about every thing.
Some of its recent themes
include orgasms, an "ultimate
gross-out" contest, and a best
pizza competition of the
Waterville area. (The pizza
parad y, incidently, got them
into some pretty sticky pasta
with one of the larger shops in
town.)
Anyone can call in during the
show and shoot the breeze with
Mark and John. In fact,
audience partici pation is what
has made the Electric Kool-Aid

Show the popular show that it
is. Explained cd-D.J . Mark
Cosdon, "We have tried to
pattern the show somewhat
after the Howard Stern-show
back in New York. Stern has the
most outrageous and popular
show in the city. What pains me
is the conservatism that
prevails on this campus. If
people are too upti ght to listen
to a little risque humor then
they can simply change the
station. We're not try ing to
force anyone to listen to us."
More power to ya, Mark.
One phrase keeps popping back
into my head the more I think
about what has happened here
LIGHTEN UP! Sure they 're
crass, they're piggish. I agree.
They are consistently immature. So WHAT ! It is all in
fun. There is no malice in what
they do. It's that simple. Stop
searching for controversy and
learn how to laugh at yourself.
If you feel so strongly that they
are nothing more than
insensitive agitators then leave
it at that. There is no need to
carry it any further. -You 're
right. They're wrong. Resolved.
The suppression of good
humor is a crime that should
not be tolerated. Mark and
John have drawn up a petition
to get their show back on the air
and they have already received
about one hundred signatures.
As my life goes on and becomes
infi nitely more complicated one
thing has always stayed with
me. It is the notion that life
cannot be taken too seriously.
If it was we would all be
permanentl y down in the
dumps. Let us all enjoy Spring
here in Maine and stop.bbthering ourselves with harmless
issues. Life is too short and the
Electric Kool-Aid Show is too
funny. Don't waste it.

Senior weak??? _ _ '

'
StoU
CM/VED:.
KOOL-AID
The tenth annual women's road race
Betsy Kuller
ECHO Staff Writer
On Sunday, May 10, the tenth
annual Women's road race Will
be held starting at 3:30 p.m.
The organizer's of Feminist
Fortnight are sponsoring a one
mile walk and a three mile race
which starts at 4:00 p.m. This
race is taking place in conj unction with the lecture on
women and athletics which was
given on Monday night, "What
athletics do for women, and
what women do for athletics."
All women in the community
are invited to join. There are

_ .

Not this year

by Chris Van Home
Attention Class ot '87. Set
your clocks for 6:00 P.M.
Tuesday night so that you don't
sleep through another Colby
attempt to partay!!! All joking
aside, it seems that the events
for the last week in May will
make Dartmouth, that bastion
of partiers, look like Bates. But
the schedule of events would
not be the same without the
concerted effort of some
dedicated seniors who wrestled
with the administration to keep
the taps a flowing. However,
there are some consequences.
In order to protect the
sponsors of these festive events
from the ©.. *%.. © liquor
inspector and criminal records,
it has become necessary to
demand that all under classmen
take off twenty-four hours
after their last exam. I know, I
know that there have been
threats like this before but this
time I think the administration
is ser ious; like to the tune of
fines up to S200. So if you want
to stay and are not a member of
t he senior class, get a job (and a
legit fake I.D.) or otherwise

plan on giving tha t first summer pay check to Colby.
As for some of the events that
are planned , it all starts on
Tuesday evening with a booze
cruise out of Bangor.
Wednesday's events include a
white water rafting expedition
as well as some organized
contests on Mayflower Hill .
Will Jeff be able to consume the
year??? The evening will bring
the seniors to a huge barn ,
somewhere in the greater
Waterv il e ar ea, for a major
stew fest. Whenever you wake
up on Thursday, you can head
to brunch spiced with tasty
bloodies. I'm sure Bubba will be
the first one there. That afternoon, everybody will bo cruising to the Belgrado s to the infamous Brown camp for some
serious leisure a la li festyles of
the bogus and tacky. Thcrc .w i l
be doghcad watorsking, biking,
horseback riding, sa i li ng and
probably some smaller get togethcrs at some sweet spots on
the water. How about it Sullivan Bros.?? Theii it's back to

the shell for a cookout with two

bands (neither of which will bo
Dick Dingle), which should

bring back memories of Otis.
O f f i c i a l l y, the hard core
events stop Thursday ni ght due
to the arrival of our parents on
Friday who have in one way or
another sported these festiviticsT Still, there is the annual
senior ball which the administration claims as part of their
commencement responsibilities.
All in all, Senior Week looks like
it will be a, good time. Senior
And y Hoag said, "As long as
there are twofcrs, how can you
go wrong??" So as you are
schwilling out of bounds and
celebrating keep in mind the
har d work that Sean, George,
Bil, Lucy, Jen, Kathi and
Phillipa have put i n as w el as
the c ooperat i on from the
powers that be. After all, Ican
guarantee t hat you w il h ave a
much bettor time TuesdaySunday then you will on Monday morning when you wake tip
in the rcal world .

two age categories; one for
those over 40, and another for
those under 40. It is necessary
to arrive at 3:30 in order to
register beforehand . The registration fee is $5.00 with a preregistered entry form, .(you can
obtain the from at the Student
Center information desk, or use
the form already placed in your
mailbox). To pre-register, contact Nancy Mackenzie at
Career Services, Ellen Langford, ex. 3067, Jodi Zordrager,
x3035, or Barb Swartz, x3035.
The race day registration fee
is $6.00 and at that time the first

0

~^

ICinema Center
I

100 entrants will each receive a
free tee shirt. A $15.00 donation
brings a membership in the
Maine Women's lobby. They 're
expecting a large turnout, so
"come j oin the fun arid follow
the crowd.... Run the Woman's
road race!"
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Apple Presents "Macademia''
May 28 &29; 1987 Boston College

Mb
The field-of education is changing rapidly as colleges automate and
®
_^toJ%mmkm* new exciting courseware is developed. Apple Computer is proud to
relationships with col_wB____ \_T be part of this growing trend with successful
71
leges and universities utilizing Macintosh ' and MacintoshrMPlus . [n '
___mm\\\\\%
BHhHBHK
keeping with its commitment to the college market , Apple invites you
W-__fl__-_IH___-. to attend "Macademia" a two day conference on May 28 and 29,
• 1987. co-sponsoredby Boston College. Administrators, Department
gB $&BBv
1&$
^j ^PHBI^r . Heads, and Professors— all of you will benefit from this excitingprogram and have the opportunity to:
tk Evaluate the latest courseware developedby your peers
g| Discover how the nevvest commercial software has been tailored for instructional and
administrative use
ee
S Apple 's connectivity of Macintosh Plus to mainframe computers , mini-computers ,
^ MS-DOS sy stems, and other systems
~
on the
latest Macintosh development systems
Receive information
^
4t Meet Apple Representativesand discuss the specific needsof your institution .
You'11also have the opportunity to tour Boston Collegeand see how this school has integrated Macintosh throughout its system , as well as having createdextensive support structures
. and networks. Learn how your collegecan addressissues such as public access, support classes for
faculty, hardware integration and evaluation from those who have experienced the process
first hand.

JB
SS

-

For an inf ormat ion packet on "Maca demia " visit t he Compu t er Cent er in Lovejoy Ha ll
or call 872-3336. Space is limited to 500 attendees.

_JL

The power to be yourbest ™ w»
•S> 198". AppleComputer. Inc. Appleand tbe Applelogoare registeredtrademarks of AppleComputer. Inc. Macintosh is a
trademark of AppleCompu ter.Inc.

¦

Col by Col lege Boo k st ore

Attention William U. Pott le

PERSONAL COMPUTER INFORMATION
Hardware

.

..

. .

Mac II CPU
mongchrome monito r
high resolution RGB monitor (colo r)
keyboard (reg.)
extended keyboard
5.25 PC Drive
Mac SE
SE with (2) internal 800K disk drives
SE with (1) internal 800K disk drive &
(1) 20MB Hard Disk .
• keyboard (reg.)
extende d keyboard
^ Mac Plus (1024K RAM)
with (1) 800K internal disk drive
Mac 512KE
with (1) 800K internal disk drive
/
3.5 Drive
external disk drive
' ¦ ¦
Imagewrit er II _
-' .
dot matrix printe r

Software

MacWrite
MacPain t
MacDraw
Pascal
Switche r Construction Kit

.

2255.00
250.00
620.00
85.00
150.00
275.00
1655.00
2135.00
85.00
150.00
1290.00
990.00
275.00
....

425.00

*

50.00
50.00
80.00
91.00
8.00

-

*AII prices subjec t to, chan ge without notice and add 5% for Maine State

Sales Tax.

•
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Women 's track
performs well

BLOOM COUNTY

by Melanie Brockway

M/'&e Salvador and Lane Wilkinson at the finish line at the Colby BikeRace last Sunday.

This past weekend the
women's track team travelled
to Northeastern University for
the
New
Eng land
Championships. Although the
competition was tough Colby
had
s e v e r a lgood
performances.
Jeanne Guild placed sixth in
the 5000m run with a time of
18:18.1. Also placing sixth was
Tracey Morrow in the 40Om
dash. Although no one else
placed in the top six there were
other impressive performances.
Megan Patrick , who had
broken the school record in the
javelin earlier this season,
broke the record again, this
time with a throw of 130' 4".
The 4X 100m relay, run by Anne
Burger, Melanie Brockway,
Tracey Morrow and Whitney
Gustin, ran a time of 50.8, their
best time of the season. The 4X
400m relay, also run by Anne,
Melanie, Whitney, and Tracey,
ran another season 's best of
4:11.
Competing at a different meet
in Wooster, Karen Boomer had
a great race. Karen, who has
already qualified for Nationals
in the 1500m, ran a national
qualif ying time in the 3000m.
Karen, in winning the race, set
the meet record and also set a
new school record.

by BerUe Breathed

photo by Bill Magilhs

Men 's baseball:

Through snow and sleet and ...

Chr istop her Watt

"ECHO Staff Writer

Just as it looked as if the grass
was finall y turni ng green here
in central Maine, the Colby
campus awoke last Tuesday
morning with visions of a cold,
miserable Jan Han dancing in
their heads. Three inches of
newfallen snow lay out at
Coombs field, and the Colby
baseball team 's games early
last week against Bates and
UMPI
were
cancelled.
Fortunately, though, the snow
was gone by Priday, and the
squad headed south, stopping
in Gorham to take on the
University of Southern Maine
before continuing down to
Connecticut to play both Trinity
and Wesleyan. •
On Friday, it was tho White
Miilcs versus the Huskies of
USM.
USM, with a 25-8
record, is currentl y ranked #3 in
New England. The Huskies
even came close to beating
perennial division I power
UMO this season. In short, the
Mules obviously had their
hands full. Chip Kispert started
on tho mound for Colby, with
Vinny Emery in relief. Although
b ot h s t rugg led to keep the
powerful USM lineup in check,
Colby remained tied with the
homctcam, 6-fj , going into the
bottom of tho sixth inning. But

that's when the Mules caved in.
Five consecutive hits by the
Huskies put them ahead to stay,
as they cruised to a 15-6 win.
On Saturday; Colby was in
Hartford to take on the
Bantams'of Trinity College in a
doubleheader. The first game
was very disappointing, with
Trinity coming out on top, 7-6.
Jay Olson started for the
Mules, and pitched quite well in
going the distance. Going into
the bottom of the seventh,
Colby led 6-3. But two walks
and a home run later it was 6-6.
On the game went into extra
innings. Tho Mules woro set
down in the top of the eighth
without damage. But then:
controversy. With the men on
second and third, the Bantams
put on the old squeeze p lay '.
During this sequence, Colby's
ca tcher and the Trinity batte r
came into contact, and the
runner scored. Colby yelled
batter interference , wh ile
Trinity claimed catcher
interference. Per usual , the
ump i r e rul ed i n t he hom e
t eam 's favor, and the Bantams
prevailed, 7-6,
The second game of the
tw i n bi ll saw Mule st arter
Norman Hug o p itc h a v ery
solid game, He gave up only
one earned run in pitching a
comp lete game. The offense
backed him up with 7 runs, as

the boys from Wa terville won
7-5. Hugo was credited with
the win.
The final contest of the week
for the squad came on Sunday
in Middletown, CT against the
Wesleyan University Cardinals.
In w h a t Coach
Gene
DeLorenzo called an "excellent
game" for . the team, tlie Mules
were able to come from behind
in the late innings to win, 10-6.
Senior co-captain. Keith
O'Leary was the starter for
Colby, and he went the distance
in picking up the win. He fired
a seven hitter, and gave up only
three earned runs, while
striking out 4. "It was his best
college game to date," stated a
v ery up beat DeLorenzo. "He
was in control during the entire
game." The seventh was the
big offensive inning for the
Mules, as they scored 6 runs
after being behind 6-2, O'Leary
then buckled down to shu t out
the Cardinals over tho last two
innings, and Colby added two
runs in the top of tho ninth to
produce the final result.
The Mu l es cl ose ou t th ei r
season this week with four
straight home games. The
schedule is as follows: Tuesday,
5/5 Hu sson; Saturday 5/9
Bates; Monday 5/ 1.1 USM and
Tuesday 5/ 12 Salem State.
Good luck Mules as you make
your final bid for the play-offs!
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Colb y Women 's Lax challenges New Engla nd College.
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Roswell Rudd to
p erform at
Railroad Square

Internationally - renowned
ja zz trombonist Rpswell Rudd
will perform at Railroad
Square Cinema, Waterville,
ME on Sunday, May 17, 4-6:30
pm. He will be backed by the
Maine based Joy Spring Jazz
Quintet: This concert coincides
with Railroad
Square 's
screening of "Round Midnight,"
the recent film about jazz
musicians.

Roswell Rudd -was an
influential member of the New
York avant garde jazz
movement of the early sixties.
The ensembles that he has been
involved with include the
Archie Shcpp quintet, The
Carla Cley Band , Charlie
Haden 's "Libera ti on Music
Orchestra," the Enrico Rava
Quartet, the"Jazz Composer 's
Orchestra" directed by Michael
Mantler, and the New York Art
Quartet with John Tchicai. He
has toured Europe -extensively
as a sideman and a leader.
Roswell has been featuerd on
many albums and released
several recordings as a leader
of his own ensembles. Recent
albums with saxophonist Steve
Lacy feature the music of
Thelonius Monk and Herbie
Nichols, two composers who
have had a strong influence on
Rudd' s music. His studies of
ethnomusicology at Yale have
insp ired him to incorporate
elements of diverse musical
culture into his compositions
and arrangements.
Roswell was a member of the

\

music faculty at the University
of Maine at Augusta from 1976
to 1980 where he taught ear
training and improvisation.
While in Maine, he performed
often wi th his own group, the
Flexible Flyers. He now resides
in New York.
Roswell will be backed by the
Maine-Based "Joy Spring Jazz
Quint ." Several- members of
the quintet are former students
of Rudd. The quintet consists of
Will Bartlett and Charlie
Kohlase, saxophones, Terry
Eiscn on piano, Ben Stree, bass
and Peter Runnells, drums. Joy
Spring has been performing inconcert and club settings from
Buffalo, N.Y., to Washington,
D.C, for over nine years.
Roswell Rudd is one of a
series of artists that Joy Spring
has accompanied on recent
tours of Maine and New
Hampshire. This series has
featured Lee Konitz, Al Cohn,
Frank Foster, Junior Cook and
Slide Hampton. Other Joy
Spring performances have
included opening sets for such
artists as Stephane Grapelli,
Nina Simone, Bobby McFerrin
and the Rova Saxophone
Quartet. In 1985 and 1986
performances for the Hartford
Jazz Society, Joy Spring
alternated sets with the Nat
Addcrly Quintet and the Bill
Barron Quintet. Joy Spring has
released four albums.
For more information ,please
contact: Will Bartlett or Terry
Eiscn, (207) 622-0566
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The annual Foss-Woodman
Arts Festival will be celebra ted
all day Sunday
May 10,
starting at 11:00 am. A long
program of Colby musical
talent will be featured through- .
out the day, with pottery,
tie-d y ing, bracelet-making,
voll ey ball, and other arts and
]j
crafts available lo. interested
]I
iJ
persons.
AH members of the Colby
]j
community
arc u rged to attend .
11
11 ¦ Frisbccs and Hacky-sacks are
welcome.
!{
If you would like to play, run
]i
som
e craft , hel p out with
] !• •
, ij.
arrangem ents, or just need
some more information ,
![
conatct Whitney" Kclting at
ji
Green Acres, Ben Diobold
iJ
X3079, Janet Boudreau X3080
!;
or 873-6457, or any member of
!•
. ]! . tho Mary Low Commons
ij < ^ Cultural Life Committee.
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photo by Chip Gavin

Beate Klarsfeld addresses a commons room for her Lippm an Lecture.

Colby Com. Symp h
The Colby Community Symp hony Orchestra, directed by
Jonathon Hallstrom , and the
Waterville Area Community
Chorus, directed by Paul
Machlin, will jointl y conclude
their 1987-87 season with two
per formance of a spring
program on Saturd ay, May 9
and Sunday, May 10.
Both performances will be in
Lorimer Chapel at 8pm. Tickets
will be available at the door.
Admission for adults will be
$3.00 and. for children under 12,
$1.50. Admission will be hoc for
both Colby students and employees of Scott Paper Company who have identification.
This weekend's program will
offer two major works ,
Beethoven's "Mass in C, Opus,
86" for orchestra and chorus,
and Liszt's celebrated symp honic poem, "Les Preludes."
According to Hallstrom , who
will conduct both pieces, the
repertoire choices for this
concert exhibit the enormous
breadth and variety available in
the standard symphonic
litera ture. "The contrast of
Beethoven's profoundly devout
setting of the mass text in the
'Mass in C with the unabashed
orchestral virtuosity evident in
'L es Pre lu d e s' should provide
conccrt-gocrs with an pvening
of diverse musical p leasures,"
said Hallstrom .
Soloists in tho Beethoven are
sopranos Jeanncttc Walters and
Jaync S. West, tenor Walter
Boyco, and baritone Peter Allen,
Allen has appeared as a guest
soloist with the Portland Symphony Orchestra, the Choral
Art S oc iet y and t he P ortlan d
Cham ber S i ngers , and has performed in "Romeo and Julicf ,"
"The Magic Flute," an d "Ruddigorc." Ho has . performed live
on "Morn i ng Pro Mus ica " as a
member of Tho Cornish Trio,

X |
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and is" also a member of the Bel
Canto Quartet.
A graduate of the Boston and
Oberlin Conservatories, West,
was a Tanglewood Fellow in
the summers of 1984 and 1985,a
1984 American Opera Association national finalist , and a
Metropolitan Opera regional
finalist in 1983. She now performs widely in the Boston
area , and has had roles in
productions by the Boston Lyric
Opera , The Boston Concert
Opera , and the Opera Company of Boston, among others.
She has also sung with the
Boston and New Jersey Symphony Orchestras.
Also well-known on the
Boston opera scene, Boyce was
the star tenor of the 1975
premier season of the Boston
Concert Opera when he sang in
Bizet's "The Pearl Fisher." Now
singing tenor roles as well, he
recently has begun to delve in to
the Wagnerian repertoire. Last
summer he sang the part of
Loge in "Das Rhcingold ."
Currently he is understudy ing
Siegmund in "Die Walkure."
Walters, professor and head
of the voice department at Long

Island University, has sung
with many of the major
American orchestras and was
the leading soprano wi th Sara h
Cladwell's American National
Opera Company. An .important
exponent of contemporary
chamber music, she appears
regularly with the Theatre
Chamber Players of the Kenned y Center, and with Continuum at Alice Tull y Hall in
Lincoln Center. She is also conductor of the vocal- programme
of the International Insti tute
for Chamber Music in Munich .
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From bomb s to poetry
An alumni perspe ctive

- _

i_ '
-*

working with Acheson Colloids
Corporation , was drafted to
the Manhattan District Proj ect,
the secret wartime proj ect for
the development of the Atomic
bomb. Here he met and worked
with Einstein and Oppenheimer
at Princeton University and
later at Berkeley in California,
"developing methods for . the
seperation of Uranium."
But apparentl y his artistic
sensitivity, and his moral conscience were at odds with the
work he was doing. On the day
after the explosion at Hiroshima, in August in 1945, Bern
Porter resigned from his career
in physics, and from science altogether. He retreated to a
cabin in the hills north of San
Francisco, and from 1946 to
1949 remained there working
intensely on various creative
projects, including a biography

by Tns Korten

What first grabbed my attention was that he was a Colby
alumnus who had Worked on
the Manhattan Proje ct developing an atomic weapon
during World War II. But upon
researching a little into the life
ot Bernard Porte r it was
apparent that this was by no
means the apex of his career.
Porter, a native of Maine,
recieved his B.A. from Colby
in!932 as a physics maj or, and
his M.S. from Brown in 1933.
But at the same time, while
pursuing the sciences, he was
also actively pursuing a career
in art • and creative thinking.
The years following his scientific studies, up to the beginning of the war, Porter studied
art independantly in New York
City, and mingled with the art
circles there.
Just previous to World War II
Porter put on a one man show
in New York. Part of the exhibit
was a piece entitled "Me tamorphic Rhizome." It consisted
of an organic root compound
speciall y treated so that it
decayed visibly throughout the
exhibit. Porter described it as
"the reverse of a flower blooming." This shows the particular
vision tha t Porter was striving
for in his art; a belief in a need
for art forms "that suited the
predominantly scientific era."
In 1940 Porter, who had been
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Ralph says: x

V
^
"What 's up with tfmt"

1. Long tables with two young men
at either end, throwing a die,
while others watch.
Sounds fun , set up a tan k of water
an d I too will come.
.

v

2. Bows on the heads of otherw ise
perfec tly intelligent young
women .
I s t his an attem p t to p rove innocence?

3. "Dude ."

Wh at next , "Dudette?" .

4. Sweaters with a big B on them.
What ' s it sta nd f or , Bimb o?

of Henry Miller, and volumes
of poetry.
Since then Porter has produced a wealth of works that
attest to a life of intense intellectual vision. He has been a
publisher (Bern Porter Books),
an author, a physicist andy an
artist. Following the war his_
visual art has been primarily
photograp hic, which is in
accordance with his desire to
combine science and art in
order to "reveal the true beauty
of the natural form ."
Bern Porter lives today in
continued on page 15

• Protest

continued from page 5
Moncevicz agreed that students' first priorities at Colby
are usually studying and partying. "There are a- few people
who are concerned," she said,
"but basically I don't think people are> because all they think
about is homework, grades,
and partying." She also pointed
out that Colby's relativel y
isolated location is not conducive to becoming politicall y
active. "It's really easy to forget
here that there are other things
going on in the world."
All of the students interviewed fel t that participating in
the march did have a positive
effect , if not a direct one. "We
didn't go just to 'say 'look at us'
to the White House," said one
student. "We also wanted to say
to each other that there are
other Americans out there who
care." Alex Day said he hoped
this inspirational effect of the
march would hel p the students
who went to become more
politically involved at Colb y.
Working with several other
students, he is hoping to form
an organization at Colby next
year which would .fund the
appearance of more controversial political speakers- both
liberal and conservative - as
well 'as organize student participation in rallies and marches
such as last week's in Washington, DC.
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A GOODSUBTAND PLENTY OF DRIVE.
If you've received your, bachelor 's dea ree from a 4-year college/or an RN or graduate degree from an accredited
. institution between October 1,1986 ana September 30,1987,you can qualify for Ford 's Graduate Assistance Program.
We can give you.pre-approved credit and $400 cash bacf k on your new Ford.
Onl y if you buy one of the new Ford cars or truc ks listed below and oni ' if you take delivery by August 31,1987.
For more information ,call this-1oll-free number: 1--800-321-1536. Or see your loca l New Eng land Ford Dealer today.
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Yo' dudes wanna play some die, an 1
pick up some dudettes?
-It' s been a good year , an interesting
year anyway, and it would have been
nowhere without you guys.
p.s. Senior week is going to be sick .
. - the Chief

J EFF , WHAT'S UP WITH THE
G INNY NIC KNA ME ALL O VER
CAMP US! MY MOTHER WAS NOT
IMPRE SSED.- EJ I
AAAAAAAAAAAAMAAAMAAAAAAA
Direct quotes from or about MikeP.

hId

"

1 knock = ?, if he is the marathon man ,
what does that make you?,2 knocks=?.
Why do you get the big room? I don't
understand. You b
- you got
what in the Bahamas? What kind of
person do you want to live next to
you? — J ust remember: 3 knocks = get
the hell out of the room! (Ha ha)
Love, ME
LW.
Three weeks to go
And you blew it with time go
If I seem bitter you can tell
I hope you live in hell
Time is dwindling fast
For you to know love at last
As I said before
how life is a bore
You blew you 're last chance
to get into my pants.
M.A.D.

•M.A.D. You're either trying to be funny and
not succeeding or else you're psycho.
In anycase , you 're not such a bad poet.
Yo to the old sponge - thanks for the
last for years - the ups, the downs , the
inbetweens , and the indifferences! WE
ARE WOM AN, so Boston - LOOK
OUT!
Love always ,
the new sponge.

y Sarah:
Put your sweater on properl y.
Love, symmetrical Todd
Penelope You reall y are vonderful! I appreciate
your listenin g ear , your patience , and
your words of wisdom. Hope you and
I will never be too far apart.
Love always ,
Ethyl

Marianne Who was that I saw sneaking out of
your room Thursda y, Frid ay, and
Saturday nite. .
Love A-204
P.S. Good luck - I'll miss you.
Daffy & A_fie (Alias the Bimbo twits)
Finall y here is your classified.
Roses are Red
Violets are blue
You've got big feet Daff y
And Afie,you too.
Repent , the end is near. Until next
week Amigos
Xanse.
Hey Boobster Thanks for alwa ys being there especially after the Rug by Ball.
Love, 204
• And what did happen after the
Rugby Ball?
Miss Dickison:
When are we going scammin '?
Don 't forget about You Know Who 's we have a date with Holl y.
Love, Convict woman.

Colorick -

__

To the Biggest AN on campus ,
You know who you are Bruce,
- From your 3
aspiring sarcastic
roommates , and
two live-in guests
v Woifgang-H earts-H ,

Dave Dir ty Little F.

Glad you 're staying at Colby
Have a gr ea t summer

You are drinking strai ght vodka!
No I'm not
Yes, you are
No, I'm not
You are a stubborn drunk
No, I' m not
Love your "Q" roommate _

Perma OTR or what?
Love, Slug W om an

L.W.
I may seem to be pissed
But you will never feel my kiss
It is cruel to deny,
For I try
To win your love by a nd by
Here I am only lonely
And you with another guy.

,

AdamDirty Little F.
.
.
Em. __
— ;.
To my secret admirerYou had better take that job, because
you have one expensive weekend
coming up.
Blue Eyes
____

Hey Woodsy Cook your own damn meals!
Love, S
head

J.J. (Matt y J)
You know who you are anti-social
grump !
SHMILE - 111 always be there for you.
Love, A Glutton - for - Punishm ent

Katir

Spooze Best of luck next year. Keep your chin
up - and smile.
Love, Gug.

3 To Sarah:
Kill the Bitch

y To Glenn , Ann , Trancy, Marcus ,
Raoul , and Sean:
The race to "Doznut-box " is on.
Handel

~

¦
.

Hey Lou Hoo I kinda got drunk and I kinda fell
down and I kinda chipped my to_oth
and scraped my face.
- You know you are
Love,
Your "Q" roomie.

Berger Boy The J itney - ha ha! - Securit y at a
Party - ha! ha! ha! - no smoking for
the entire summer! - ha! ha! ha! etc.
Love, Boobie
~
.}eii,
Tell your friends not to write
personals with so many Ha! Hal 's in
them , it 's a real pain to type. Good
name too, "Boobie."

EM

¦
• '

.

¦204

ROG Thank-you for being there when I
need you the most. You are the best
roommate I could ever ask for . . .
Tha t 's h ow come I love'you

-ME

P.S. "All I NEED!!!"

• "H ave a grea t summer " - novel
personal.

Andy,

A Mlke Paquin:
Th e p hone sex/molester God.

"
ToXw*ifi 205,
Thanks for being awesome escorts in
the Bahamas! Watch out Mnsh pcc,
It' s the Invasion of R&D! ! t wuv you
bot h!

Pataloha Peter
Wi t h pa t ience and perservorancc,
pr estige will prevail -1 pr omise
Your passion playm at e

Dave^Tmstill watching you. .
CLATslF IElSsWfH ^BY'fHEM
ARE FROM (now let me see If I can
remem ber your names ); Margaret ,
J .D., G lenn , Todd, Hanna an d a few
others.

What are you two favorite letters?

Deo

Karon:

St upid Li t tle R
EM
Prod- 110 loves you, oven tho W,
especiall y ?

¦

•-

" ¦' '

¦

'

'

.

na_-___—_—__hu__b__«___k_—«-M_-a_aM__M___

To Whom it Ma y Concern:
"Things have been getting out of
hand , and in order to rectif y the
situation , we're willing to stand up
for the team and make a formal
apology...CHUG
M and BYou two are so han gy! And y our
arguments are circular as hell!
Jelly Ellie

;/

_ ._ _ _ .

I love you, but get me a glass of water
To Whom it may concern:
Do you feel boxed in, drawn out ,
confused, stared at?!?
QueenieWill you stop showing off that
cleava ge! I mean reall y - in the
library ?! Tack y...
Smells
Lis.,
Are you going to buy your pr om dress
at Marden 's? I sort of liked the suit
and bra outfit better.

EL

P.S. Where were those calculators?

Pepper 's Possessed OneSeen any ' good rapes latel y...No just
some " tropical hot shots " I bet
Dana dweller
P.S.What was that? Geary 's Ale?
BerlyHow is it you-dance? You 've gotta
teach me the way ! In exchange , I"ll
buy you some weed killer. Oh?
1/2 (326)

Cand yLooking forward to ta ping moje
erotic personal phone calls.
You arc a ditz!!!
The Quad
Viniue - nice white shoes. Werelhe y a
gift? Or did you actuall y pick them
out?
And tha t necklace (you know the
WHITE one) it is so " . . . so . . . so
macho!
Linn C,
GUG or PLUG , toss that keg! next
year will be a blast . . . ROOKIE
CHUG! No vir gins next to my room.
Ral ph says: safe sex! Paper Jamming,
UGH! J oy J elly, UGH! HONNEEYY! !
UGH! Han g in . . . I'm always here.
Thanks for being there... Now we're
over there in the heights.
Bahama chugger .
•l -hh TVf-m
ofRALPHT
y To Mark and LeslieThanks for being symmetrical with us
(and horizontal).
" ~
CiNDY & DEB,"
Be prepared the QUAD is here!
Looking foward to our party haven.
So Ladies take your mark
- New Roomie
Krissy RCongrat s! I'll miss you in Rug by next
year , sorry I couldn 't have been your
neighbor longer , Hey is that natural
hair (I'm joking).
Take care - Dainielle

Pea-Bod yWhat 's up? I heard your mattress was
kidnapped. How much did you drink
to get it back?
The other Procrastinator

Amy (I.T.F.)Thank you for being the friend I
definitel y needed. I hope I can be there
for you someday.
In the meantime keep chugging. Stop
in with the port-o-party.
Heights 300 next year.
A-F-A: Dee
_ -_.
_
__

ZandThanks for the Pack y run! You 're a
lifesaver. Remember thoug h, there
are four six-packs in a case.

LIMBO MAMA!!! Don 't worr y I'd
keep your clothes on you. Please stay
in touch. Always around.
Rog 's roomie

P.S. 2(12p)=C

Good Luck Women 's Lax in ECAC 's
this weekend .

EL

SkipperDid you like our caroling ? I think the
snow reall y broug ht home the
Christmas effect.
Fred Jones-Where are you?!?
To " the" camper of the week...
Now I know the trick... Give you a
few beers and become a Fearless
Wonder in the dark!! (Glad you came
along...rep eat performance during
senior week??) I promise it will be
warmer!!
To the lady who used to babysit Frogs:
I'm glad the weekend broug ht pleasnt
surprises. Enjoy yourself ;.. The days
are numbered!!
AKourAIDS lad y)Great job on the presentation. The
time and effort showed (Now how
about 10 billion beers and some
relaxation!!!???)

~
H^yTB7,T.c7, CrK.rT.KTs.Mrand

S.M.,
Good luck nex t year.
We'll miss you .
Lots of love
J .M. ,F.M. ,C.H. and L.D.

~
Suzie Q
NEVER forget Boston and Squeeze.
We can do it.
A friend always,
D.
~
]"OBS!
G RE AT
SUMMER
COUNSELORS NEEDED at popular
Boy 's Summer camp on Lake
Winnfpesaukce. Write. Camp DeWitt,
PO Box 2106, Wolfeboro , N.H. 03894.
Cal! 569-2681.I
SAYRAH-

Sorry t hings didn 't work out any
better , Maybo it was my fault , bu t I
tried . I am always here.
Open door ,
Heigh ts 300

A "Sho can do tho laundry and you ,
you can just change my sheets,"
Jessica:
Incredibly
little P.
¦ ¦ stupid
' f
EM

Mary-do you always sleep with all
your clothes and your sneakers on?
And the door open??
~
Hey LJ ?!
Do you wanna eat some more baby
grapes and chocolate-covered oreos
with me? I can 't wait to visit you at
your summer apartment! (Whoops!
Anxious for summer to be here aren ' t
I?)-Chiquita
-----:
Yo Undal
Talk about wild summers!! Who will it
be next? The boy-next-do or? Hee
Hee-no pun intended! ) ,
-Liebchen
• Good because i7's not a pun —
haven 't you learned any thin g at
College?
~
Yoo lTw~finaKGoldTlocks )
Are you there? When are we gonna
got together? Are you still walking
bow-legged?
-Your Mom .in Dana )
Bam-BamI jus t don 't know...How can you deal
•with everything and still have virgin
cars and eyes? R each ou t and to uch
someone!
-Bumbl eBce
Snoopy.Thanks for tho canccrstlck! Can I go
Jiome with you? WeIl ,you can't h elp
but have ugly whi te college-g irls '
foot... I just have ugly brown
collcgc-glrls feet tha t are about 3 sizes
bi gger!
-MLA soon to be D
~
""
"
Hoy EdThanks for pedalling up wi t h mo t o
school! If you weren ' t there to keep
mo company, I would have sat on tho
curb and caton my molting fud glo
oreos. Oops-forgo t to save you ono!!
your talka tive daughter M.
Hoy Anno"How much Psych havo you road? "
Aro you firs t on tho list? Do you like
corn? ,
-Your Psych Sludy Buddy

To Whom it may concern: "*¦
For awhile, I was hearing about spare
change under matts in the librar y and
other odd places around campus.
However , most recentl y J' ve seen
nicols in the webs-...what 's up with
that?! J .LA'.!!!!
~~~~~
~~~
U_y.
Once again , you certainly certainly
are a true drainer! J .LA. does not
mean Jane!
GriffQ: What do true Drainers ,C-Squared
and Black Sheep have in common?
AaisTf .
Love, Reillo and Jane
"
"

J ulie TX
How about that chicken sandwich?!
SullyHave you done any tripping latel y?!
P.S. Thanks to you and Webb y for
your hospitality.
A "Hey Em , not many girls can be
proud of the fact that they booted
eighteen times this semester — You're
cool."
Surel y SquaredYour first mistake was believing us at
McDonald 's, your second was losing
the chug-off. What 's up with that ?!
r Your Trustworth y Capta ins
•The next 19 classifieds are all written
by the same person!.'
Spike- *
Busdriver! Busdriver! Open the door!
Close the door! !
Obol
P.S.Beware of snow in your shirt!
J ak eDo you think the Oracle will accept
your picture? If not, I'll tr y the Echo.
O.K.
#14

~
e7b

"~

~

How long does it take a B.L. to freeze?
How long does it take to eat a bag of
Doritos? And, no, I don 't mind how
meticulous you are about your tapes...
Lo
RS.How 's my tape coming ?
"
Chic
How hi gh is that wall in the Hei ghts
Communit y room? Will you " p u ll
yourself together "? And say hi to Irmai
for me.
Lobo

'
WhiF-"
If you_ don 't do Chubb y before

graduation ,.. I'll be forced to give you
a ticket , so get with it!!
Lobs
Sof tballers•Who's going to have their thumb up
last?? It 's time to tall y. The loser has
to wash all the cars at the Bangor
Dodge.
Lobo
Baine»
Will you stop flipp ing everyone the
bird?! Or is tha t a doughnu t? May be a
sausage?
vTo large Marge , Tex and Trancy:

Elvira want s a Bob In d e' butt.

"
"
H ^_Tto tl\e1 ^caChTca ciub r .
Dim Sum! (poln t)-The Foss Fl ying
Bu tt ress
":
,V CONGRATS DUKIE
LUV, MARGARET AND TINA
KiwiSorry we weren 't who you thought it
was.

Cuds

- move for the ball and I'll loyo you
for ever.
"To all you Magg oFs out there -, ,
Congragula tlons nnd keep tho spirit
going!"
, ^7GAREER75 ppORTUMffifs7
Wal t ers, waitr esses, cooks n eeded In
Old Por t area. Prlmo wages, flexible
h ours , coordIna tod with Dowoy 's
schedule, and gig a n t ic mansi ons all
top features , No resume necessary ,
Send 8"x 10" glossy ond SAT scores.
¦
Mltolf "" r """ ;
Poaco Bo With You
- Tho Church Lady

Hey GuysI may screw up ' everybod y 's last
names but at least I don't pick my nose
or worse...(example: I know my arm s
are the right length when I wake up in
the morning!)

A Beer .Dave is a dork !

The Love Trio (The Mormon Mike
arid his two wives, Karen and Emily)
To Fran, Footie and Rerun:
26 joints in one.night???

' ^ Amy:
I Will it be a June wedding? Ice
' sculptures and a 30 piece orchestra?

______ ..,

I' B2

( <_Love you

___

__ ¦_

.__-____
I. L__
Maggots . Mr. Crumb wishes to buy a
I house; if his annual income is $3,500
and the house costs $8,000, how much
( does he need to borrow x why?

Andy- .
|
Good luck getting shot at in- your
A Does Mike love me?
Or does he just want me to type, a • diplomatic bimmer.
paper?
Mmm.
f 3jenUNUM sucks anyways!!!
|
Ski-are you sure you got enough
Mary - Statistics show that, by the
Kodak moments?
( year 2000, the seal population will
AHe just started massaging my calf , 1 have dwindled to ... aw, nevermind.
locked the door, and now he's kissing
Kaari, Janet, Karen, Sue, Jessica, Eli,
my neck... {giggle giggle)
( Chris, Paula, Leslie:
Thanks for typing — you are by far the
. _ flWSY^
COl^GRAGlJL
» most reliable of the people that work
for The Echo. Hmm, could it be
Poopsy because you are paid?. (Maybe that's
•
Chem&Calc - who cares? Don't be a
why I'm here ail the time,) No, no, I
math and sci geek: be sleek. Don't be
absurd, be an English nerd - Like me. • think it's because you love Colby, The
¦
CHEER UP YOU TWIT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
«' Echo, and most importantly,ME.
. EM
Love, Boopsy
"
\ V WANTED TO RENT:
mansion, convenient to Old
can
whi
you
wantGigantic
p
me
if
A"You girls
I'll even start wearing underwear if
Port area, 10-12 rms, 4-5 bths,wet bar
•
you want."
prfrble, tolerant neighbors , bizarre
t pets welcome. View not critical.
Peter Pan, Draper, Melissa, etc... .
" YoDudeT
You stoners!
Wanna go play some die??? Yeah, we
y To the senior class:
• can get the dudettes to watch ~ th ey
Live life and love it.
love it. Seen that girl with 77 \ ?
• Hot dudette.
Suzanne I Gotta go steal some die from a
Ohh baby, A Boston trip is definitely * dudette , catch you later for the
this summer. Quiney- here we come. I play-offs.
Hey maybe we'll make it a : -A Zete Dude.
Port-o-party !
I
—_
-D .
Welcome Kelly and Susan - So glad to
have our Californian friends visit.
y To Mark and Leslie:
•
Thanks for being symmetrical with us I Is anyone driving to California this
(and horizontal).
. summer? If you'd Ike to make the tri p
~
I together please call 872-5926.
Tex- EEEl¥ETDEE-l¥ndd

__

^

~
{ f6r sale

Dave, Gary, Christina, Steve, Darrin
1979 Pontiac Grand Lomans
and all the rest of you
's:
4-door, V8, PS, PB, New Transmition ,
YOUR CLOSURE SKILLS HAVE •i Exhaust, Tires.
MUCH IMPROVED!
f $1500 or best offer.
I Please call 872-3155 or 873-3057.
?~Mary Sutton:
f Evenings.
How are the warts on your feet?
Wayne L. Smith recommends liquid I KT
nitrogen.
Happy Birthday ! 18, huh? You wish!
• Don 't worry, at 19 you can still bounce
A "Then again it's a two way street around being a "Maril yn with black
it's not like you don't get paid."
« hair!" But be careful who you wake up
~r
------ ( i n the middle of the night! Do you
V ToTodd7
mind if I make a phono call? Read y for
Find me a new lover, I've gotten rid of
A.M.?
|
the lesbian hens.
f Love Amy
Love, Margarita
P.S.: See you next year...
|
S.F. wants everyone at Colby to I BOO
know: The Greates t thing about I Psyched to be in Dana? Hopefully
records is that you never have to
( w e 'll have a fun floor. Sorry to hear
rewind themabout squeeze & squish - how many
Love, Quasimodo (Lub-Dub)
have you gone through now? May be
( they just need moro attention - you 've
^TJalk"
been too busy stressing. Your
Mom always says,"Don 't play ball in
( boyfriend has lovel y smooth logs.
tho house."-it only clouds the issue.
Wait - is he your boyfriend this week?!
JX & Kenry
|
P.S. . Running, hiking.,., business. f Hoc Hoc.jus t kidding.
I Love, A
Andrew W. Moro, Cranford N.J.
Creative Killer - Welcome back - hope
V j.G.
You sec, if I sit next to a horizontal ( you had a pleasant trip back from the
airport.
object taller than my own head |
(sitting height), in Mod. Dec. Arts, I
fall asleep almost instantaneously. It i To my best friends: Sorry to have
really has nothing to do with J abandoned you lately...S
ex-glrlfrlonds try ing to steal your
frod! ."
friends, Really.
JI Hoy
You f
face! Or should I say too
JDS
!head? How long is it going to take you
To th o men whoso squirrel wore I to realize the Red Sox suck and the
hiding at the cabin Saturday night. I Cleveland Indians are the only real
Suzie and A thank you for the show.
I team?! You definitely have incredible
muscles - too bad you can't see them
"
CLASSIFIED^
( throug h all tho fat, Just kidding! Is
tennis really ground for divorce? If so,
are from an unnamed vicious woman
who l aughs rudel y at Ihe meaningless (' you should know that I was originally
words of others!! HA HA!
* a fuzzy. Still love mo? Guess who?!
Sandro-

( I t 's been a great four years Nn doi

Popl fri en d s, her o's to graduating !
May your life overflow with blmmors
and deeper voices.
~
y |
A 'M"p"hifie9"n Woo^ywfthlcrhlstoi
HI Little Moon
book."
!Hippy Birthday! Aro you going to run

Bruce
Good luck In your now lino of work
selling Blmmora to guys like Snndro,
c7c."
- Don't change... ovor

I 15 miles as n present to yourself? I
!wouldn 't bo surprised. Will you cut my
I hair? If you don 't become a world
• famous athlete you could always bo a
\ ha i rdresser!
k LovoAmy

Anyway...Anyway...what s up?!!!
Debbie -Its 2 am, do you know where
your soap is? Don't make fun of
Harold - he's not dead yet! I think I
know the problem. We should give
him vodka instead of water! "EEK" some people. They have no "respedt"
for themselves. Hopefully you'll be
able to sleep with out anyone stealing
your mattress. Thank God we'll be
close enough to each other next year
to procrastinate and order fries. You
only have a few weeks left to get you
know who - so go for it!
Love Amy
Dear Sterls, Dan, & Torn,
You're the balls
Love, Sue (I'm just typing)
Sub-let needed for June, July, August.
Affordable and preferabl y close to
campus. PLEASE call Dan at X3024 or
write to Box 941.

Tolh^Boysl)lpT(_rce 3()9r!!!

We've all been watching you...
Love, the refined women of Colby
Anne-Louise:
You're too much! (Literally !)
LouI see less and less of you everyday.
(Literall y less pf you !) Stick to the diet
and one of these days you'll be thinner
than Bic.
Dear Porcupine,
You are the best thing that has ever
happened to me!
Easter Bunny
Ellen, we've come a long way since
that COOT trip. Only one more year
to go! Thanks for all your personals,
and for just being there.
Zand
Hey Whooping Van!
We really should get together before
the year is over!
From the ever-optimistic Zand
Wi_ia,

1 hope you're smiling light now!
Zand

• Pers pective

Ellen and Heidi,
Have a nice summer you two!
Manhattan Momma

' continued from page 12

Terry,
Eschew Obfuscatipn!
Zand

Maine, and remains in touch
with Colby. He has a collection
of some 900 books that he has
Emmie-leeeee,
donated over the years to ColYou 80's woman, you! God knows you
by's
Special Collections Room,
have tried to provide me with a good
titled
the "Porter Collection."
example - oh it 's been a strange
semester. Next time the molester is The theme of the collection is
"contemporary letters," and is
there I hope you're present - it's just
never the same without you.
constituted primaril y of the
Dudette
most recent in contemporary
thought. It contains books of
Sandro
May your life overflow with Bimmers social commentary, such as
and deeper voices
Herbert Marcuse' One Dimensional Man , the contemporary
Bruce
poetry of Allen Ginsberg, WalGood luck in your new line of work lace
Stevens et al., and curselling bimmers to guys like Sandro,
rently there has been an em- -~—2
phasis in the donations towards
Love you.
the Maine art and literature
S.
scene, with works by Mark
Melnicove and Constance
Andy
Hunting.
Good luck getting shot at in your
James Schevill has written a
diplomatic Bimmer.
biography of Bernard Porter
The Market and the Tomb. A
Mary
Statistics show that, by the year 2000, rare honor for a living man, but
the seal population will have one well deserved.
dwindled to...aw, nevermind.

cTc.

Danny- see I told you I'd write you a
classified—

Don't change...ever.

Cuds
move for the ball and I'll love you
forever .
To the men whose squirrels were
hiding at the cabin Saturday night:
Suze and A thank you for the show.
Cinci
Doink!!!
Do I have any packages? We have to
go to Oceans from now on and I
promise I won't break anything! By
the way, we have to go looking for
MOOSE again , I still haven't seen
one. Love Cleveland
P.S.: JB , too bad the letter A isn't
interesting anymore...
P.P.S.: You better leave your luxury
rooms sometime and make a trip to
2nd floor Dana next year!!!

Hey, it's roe . I'll miss you, but
perhaps a luau is in store??? or maybe
a siesta in the SOUTH , love, CKlep Where is the accent in book? Hey - it's
clear! Thanks for a great year,
roomie. Come visit me while I'm
learning to fly.
- Betsy •
Sara D Now Honey! Darling! Sweetheart!
Thanks for making the year fun, it's
been great getting to know you!
Love, Danielle
P.S. Come visit next year!
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0 15% discount on all parts ,
service , and labor with Colby
I.D.

|
E
I

Et St at e Inspe ction Station
13 Tnn e-ups , oil change s, tire
changas
|3 Aut omatic transmission
Specialists
Hj 24 hr. Wrecker Servi ce
1 Self Service Island
I hours ; I
Mon.-Fri .
6AM-9PM

Sat .-Sun .

1^ 1
. SB*

*

i Full • Service Isla nd
.

-

Ult ra Gas oline
93.5 OCTANE
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PROBLEM!

\

Relax...no need to change!
Dominds Pizza is only a phone call
away.
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If your pizza does not |
arrive within 30 minutes, |
present this coupon to I

the dhver to receive

|

your pizza free.

|
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Fast, Free Delivery™
40 Elm St
I
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Phone: 873-0100
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mai DOMINO'S PIZZA '
111® DELIVERS® FREE.
i 111
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Our drtvbre carry less than $20.00. Limited delivery arae,
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